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Linked Trips

Introduction
Interest in linked trips is not new. Back in 1998
when the National Retail Planning Forum
knowledge base was set up, the database
included a number of references on linked trips.
Further studies of linked trips have however
been intermittent occurring in relation to travel
agendas or the impact of new retail formats on
shopping patterns. There is not a fully formed
body of knowledge on the topic. This briefing
highlights the nature of research on linked trips
and suggests that contemporary challenges
demand new understandings of linked trips,
particularly in a UK context.

Research
The term ‘linked trips’ is variously used to include trips that consumers make which
include a variety of types of shopping goals, a variety of different activities including
shopping and non-shopping or trips which include visits to different types of shopping
location. Linked trips are also acknowledged to be an integral part of outshopping
from remote areas, particularly island communities.

Three very different approaches to linked trips appear in the literature. The first is a
theoretical modelling approach to understanding likely patterns of trips including
multipurpose shopping trips, diverse activity trips and the relationship between
multipurpose trips and retail agglomeration. The term multipurpose trips (which
includes shopping) encompasses a wider range of shopping trips and also of other
activities than the use of the term linked trips in the UK. In the current discussions
about town centres in the UK and the growing importance of service and leisure uses

in town centres we would do well to use this wider definition. Much of this modelling
research is undertaken in the context of the Netherlands; none of it is contextualised
within the UK.

The second approach is a body of research which relates to the impact of new grocery
stores on linked trips. This topic was of importance in the 1990s, was influential in
the concept of the sequential test and continues to be a justification of edge of centre
development. It was thought that edge of centre stores would encourage linked trips
and thus expenditure in town centres. Evidence from retailers and researchers in the
late 1990s showed that those shopping in town centre stores engaged in more linked
trips than out of town stores. As edge of centres stores were studied, they too showed
a greater propensity for linked trips than out of town stores, although less than for
town centre stores. Several researchers found that whilst this pattern existed, the spin
off for town centres of linked trips from edge of centre grocery developments was
actually quite small and some found it to be non-existent. Retailers such as B&Q
argued that certain product types such as DIY retailing were unlikely to be included in
linked trips, as part of their justification for continuing a policy for out of town
locations on the basis that their goods were “bulky”. This, of course, led some time
later to modification of the original PPG6. The most frequent reason for linked trips
was for financial reasons. Cliff Guy concluded that there are mitigating factors such
as the town offer, the relative size of the store and connectivity between the town and
store which will influence whether linked trips between edge of centre grocery stores
and town centres benefit town centres.

A group at the University of Southampton recently reviewed these findings from the
late 1990s, and in particular the Department of the Environment, Transport and the
Regions report ‘The impact of large foodstores on market towns and district
centres’. Using survey work from the south of England between 2007 and 2009 they
looked at before and after experiences of edge of centre food retail developments.
They concluded that the findings of the late 1990s underestimated the importance of
linked trips. This was partly because of the importance of clawback and town centre
perception. Alan Hallsworth, however, continues to argue that in practice the effect of
linked trips associated with edge of centre foodstores can be insubstantial and be less

than the trade diverted to a new edge of centre store (www.hands-offhadleigh.co.uk/Professor_Hallsworth-objection.pdf ).
A third strand focuses on travel behaviours and is concerned with greater awareness
of carbon footprints and the role of linked trips in reducing carbon emissions. The key
exemplar is from Sweden.

Difficulties in carrying out research relate to the problems of tracing actual
behaviours. There are issues around memory of trips. Increasingly, tracking devices
are being used. There are also issues around the changing nature of and opportunity
for linked trips. As technology has altered business sectors and consumer behaviours,
so the concept of linked trips may well have changed e.g. from a bank branch and a
council office in a town centre to a coffee shop and an optician in a superstore.

Key Findings
1. Purchase categories impact on linked trip propensity (e.g. DIY).
2. Agglomeration increases multi-purpose shopping trips although single purpose
shopping trips to larger agglomerations are also very significant.
3. People make multipurpose trips to reduce overall number of trips – in practice
people do not minimise trips nearly as much as they could.
4. On-line retailing is reducing the shopping component of trips to the mainland
from island communities.
5. Spatial planning of retailing will impact on linked trips. Out of town retailing
is associated with fewer multi-purpose/linked trips.
6. Neighbourhood shopping trips involving linked trips are more predictable than
out of town shopping trips.
7. GP tracers provide and accurate and contemporary way of measuring trips.
8. Linked trips are greater in edge of centre grocery stores than for out of town
grocery stores.
9. Linked trips do occur from edge of centre stores although whether these
compensate for trade diversion is contested and depends on other factors such
as clawback potential, range of goods and wider shopping opportunities.

Conclusions
Research does not answer the key questions around the wider nature of linked trips in
the context of UK town centre vitality and viability. Research suggests agglomeration
potentially results in linked trips. However does the location of jobs, service functions
or civic facilities impact on linked trips? Cultural differences in the location of civic
activities and their decentralisation in the UK may mean that Dutch examples are not
transferable. Further research on linked trips needs to take a wider and more nuanced
approach accounting for non-retail (civic and service) trips if linked trips are to be
understood in such a way as to ensure retail planning goals of more linked trips
contributing to town centre vitality and viability are to be achieved.
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